
2023 Submission Guidelines

Organized by - IEEE-MSB

IMPORTANT LINKS -

UNSTOP IDEATHON PAGE

SUBMISSION TEMPLATE

RULEBOOK

IDEATHON WEBSITE

PROBLEM STATEMENTS

https://unstop.com/competitions/ideathon-by-ieee-manit-student-branch-samwad23-ieee-manit-student-branch-792472
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-lSgVb5brnEt8XLCG2-5UuGxdbMwQVWv/edit#slide=id.p1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HNkIPgt2ZZpcCejvbVmrIxoaIyNhHy5I/view?usp=sharing
http://ideate.ieeenitb.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_dIlwBg7IYPVbLn9nAV-2_HaHXeB5_Jc/view?usp=sharing


1. Background
In recognition of the invaluable contributions of women in the fields of
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM), the IEEE
MANIT Student Branch(IEEE-MSB) has come up with an ideathon under

samwad23. The objective is to gather a collection of innovative ideas
from the students and, look for possible solutions to address the issue.

2. Submission Theme

This years’ theme will be revealed soon after the results of quiz are
announced. We invite the selected teams to join the discussion and
imagine a possible way to tackle the real-life problems. We hope that in
the era of generative AI, human imagination can interact with AI to create
a game changing solution future.

3. Application Eligibility

Individuals or teams, irrespective of age or nationality. Maximum of
one submission is allowed. Also, same person cannot be associated
with more than one team.

4. Application Period

Open from October 21,2023 to October 28,2023

5. Submitted Content
You may choose to use texts, pictures, or/and photos. Contents should
include:

(1) Title (required): maximum 80 English letters.
(2) Content (required): should adequately present the solution.

Candidates are advised to keep it short and precise.
(3) Attachments: in the presentation the teams are free to use images,

audio and videos. The team must also submit a video in which the
idea is being explained. The video also carries a significant
weightage.

(4) Plagiarism: Submitted content must be innovative. Teams may use
references but exact same submission may lead to



disqualification.
(5) The link to sample ppt is: SUBMISSION TEMPLATE

The teams can find the template in the ppt however for the ease of
understanding the screenshots are also provided below.

(6) The sample is provided below (for reference purpose only).
The teams are required to make presentation according to the
sample.

The video link is required, and your application will be deemed
incomplete without it. Github links and prototypes are optional,
although those who submit them will receive bonus points.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-lSgVb5brnEt8XLCG2-5UuGxdbMwQVWv/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116866118012357856870&rtpof=true&sd=true


Some important points related to presentation:

� Kindly keep Maximum slides limit to 10 only including the first four

slides in the template link given above and file size must not exceed
50 MB.

� The idea must be Technically feasible and its functional description

must be explained properly with the help of PPT

� Try to avoid paragraphs and explain your ideas in points

� Keep your explanation precisely and easy to understand

� Idea should be unique and clear to point

� Along with the PPT, a supplementary video explanation that must

not last longer than 5 to 6 minutes must be submitted, along with
the URL to the drive or an unlisted YouTube video.



6. Submission Procedure

7. Evaluation Procedure

A) The evaluation will be based on:

1. Innovation: Judges assess the uniqueness and creativity of the idea, looking for

innovative solutions.

2. Feasibility: The idea should be practical and implementable in the real world.

3. Impact: The idea's potential to make a significant and positive difference in

addressing the problem is a crucial factor.

4. Presentation: Effective communication of the concept and its value, including

clarity, engagement, and persuasiveness, is essential.

5. Scalability and Sustainability: The idea's potential to scale up and adapt to

changing circumstances for long-term viability is considered, as well as any ethical

and legal compliance.

B) All unique and promising solutions that effectively address the challenge will be

selected for recognition and potential support, following the evaluation process.

C)The winners will be unveiled via the Unstop platform.



8. Important Notices

1. The participant should ensure originality of submissions; the reproduction,
revision, plagiarism, or counterfeiting of any existing works, and the
infringement of any intellectual property or any rights of others is prohibited.
Once such cases are reported and proved true, the reported participant will
have their eligibility for awards revoked and be asked to return any cash
awards and certificates received.

2. The organizer and executive organizer reserve the right of final explanation
regarding the number of awards given in each round. Please see the
Ideathon website for the most updated information, besides which no further
notices will be made.

3. It is presumed that the participant understands and agrees to comply with
all terms in the Guidelines; any omission shall be subjected to the
regulations or explanations of the organizer and executive unit published
on the Ideathon website.

4. Personal data of the participant collected by the executive unit are used for
contact and further research/analysis. The participant may request to
inquire/read, copy, supplement/correct, stop the collecting/ processing of, or
delete the data.

5. Participants passing each round and granted awards must attend relevant
important events, including the evaluation process, and the award
ceremony; when unable to attend due to factors beyond one’s control, they
should notify the organizer in

advance, who will make appropriate arrangements.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


